
To use this, print the 5 clues below. You will then use the Instructions on the bottom right corner to know
where to place each clue. They go in this order:

Clue 1:
You decide how to hand this clue/start the hunt with this one.
Clue 2: 
Place in or on your dryer
Clue 3:
Place inside your fridge or freezer. I do not recommend on the outside because it may be spotted before
you want it found.
Clue 4:
Place outside an exterior door. If you cannot get It to adhere, you could place It slightly under an outdoor
door mat.
Clue 5: 
Tape under your kitchen table or chair.

This will lead to the reveal spot behind a pillow. I recommend using behind YOUR bed pillow since none of
the other clues should lead through your bedroom, but you could really use any pillow In your house. If your
reveal Is a trip to Walt Disney World or Universal Orlando, I have reveal certificates available on my blog
(kristisully.com) or you can create your own way for the final reveal

Thank you for downloading this scavenger hunt. I hope it serves
your purpose of having a fun way to reveal a gift that cannot be wrapped. kristisully

magical tips for your trip
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There is a         that cannot fit
in any bag or box.

To find out what it is,
go to the place where

you dry (and lose) your          
 

clue #1

.

giftgift
  

You pick how to give this clue.
 

socks.socks.
  



     Did you hear that?
I think I heard a scream.
Maybe it is the next clue

hiding where you keep                    .

clue #2

Shh!Shh!
  

Place this clue inside of the dryer.

ice cream.ice cream.
  



Ding Ding Ding!Ding Ding Ding!
  

    Knock! Knock ! Knock!
To find your next clue

There is a         you must open
after you unlock.

clue #3

Place this clue inside fridge/freezer..

doordoor
  



   You are              there.
You are doing great!
Look under the place

Where you sit with your           .

clue #4

Place this clue on the outside of an exterior door..

almostalmost
  plateplate

  



 Check every             !
Behind & inside

It is the perfect place
For your                to hide.

clue #5

Place this clue on the bottom of the kitchen table or a kitchen chair..

pillowpillow
  

surprisesurprise
  


